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United States Lifesaving
Association Mission Statement
www.usla.org
866-FOR-USLA (367-8752)
We are America’s nonprofit, professional association of beach lifeguards and open water rescuers. USLA works to reduce the incidence of
death and injury in the aquatic environment through public education,
national lifeguard standards, training programs, promotion of high levels
of lifeguard readiness, and other means. All correspondence other than
for the magazine should be sent to: USLA Corporate Office, P.O. Box 366,
Huntington Beach, CA 92648 or alm@usla.org.

Cover Shot: Huntington Beach Lifeguards revive a
patient who was in cardiac arrest. The incident was
caught on film and aired on the new cable channel
truTV series Ocean Force Huntington Beach, OC.
Lifeguards used an AED to defibrillate the victim who
had a full recovery. Photo courtesy of Mike Eich,
Huntington Beach, CA.

American Lifeguard Magazine
American Lifeguard Magazine is published and distributed to every
paid member of the USLA as a provision of their membership. If you
wish to publish an article or submit a letter to the editor, address all submissions to: American Lifeguard Magazine, 15481 Cottonwood Circle,
Huntington Beach, CA, 92647, or alm@usla.org. Entire contents protected by the USLA. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form by
any means - electronic, mechanical, photocopying, or otherwise - without the prior consent of ALM. Unsolicited materials, including all photographs, are submitted at the sender’s risk and ALM accepts no responsibility. The opinions expressed are strictly those of the contributors and
do not necessarily reflect the views of ALM or the USLA.

ALM Advertising Information
The USLA manages the American Lifeguard Magazine and publishes it tri-annually with a Summer Issue (July 1), Winter Issue (Nov. 1), and
a Spring Issue (Feb. 1). The 36 page publication is mailed directly to its
14,000 members comprised of ocean lifeguards, administrators, junior
guards, competitors and alumni. The American Lifeguard Magazine
serves to inform USLA members on a variety of public safety topics
ranging from training and educational programs to innovative products,
practices and services. More importantly, it is the only national magazine to target beach lifeguards and open water rescuers. The rates are:
Advertisement Size
Quarter page

One Issue

Three Issues

Savings

$175

$480 ($160 each)

$45

Half page

$285

$765 ($255 each)

$90

Full page

$450

$1200 ($400 each)

$150

Full page (color)

$500

$1320 ($440 each)

$180

Inside Covers(color)

$500

$1320 ($440 each)

$180

Back Cover(color)

$575

$1500 ($500 each)

$225

Contact the Publisher/Editor, Michael S. Bartlett at (714) 345-5792,
or email at alm@usla.org for questions or space reservations.
Editor’s Note: If your photo is used on the cover of the ALM, the
USLA will send you a check for $100.00. Please send your photos on disk
in the highest possible resolution, preferably taken with a digital camera
with 5 mega pixels or higher to: USLA - American Lifeguard Magazine,
15481 Cottonwood Circle, Huntington Beach, CA 92647.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
B. Chris Brewster, San Diego, CA
The Los
Angeles
County
Lifeguard
Service has
some things to
learn from the
Volusia County
Beach Patrol.
And the
Volusia County
Beach Patrol
has some things to learn from the
Los Angeles County Lifeguard
Service. That basic premise extends
to every lifesaving agency in
America. Of course, no agency will
learn and benefit from new and
proven lifesaving methods
advanced by other agencies unless
they take the time to explore how
others do the job.
In the early 1980s, when the San
Diego Lifeguard Service started
experimenting with the use of the
inflatable rescue boat, they didn’t
come up with the idea themselves.
They borrowed it from lifesavers in
New Zealand and Australia, who
had developed and perfected the
IRB as a lifesaving tool. A lot of lives
were saved by American lifeguards’
eventual adoption of the IRB.
When City and County of
Honolulu lifeguards began experimenting with the use of personal
watercraft as a rescue tool, they
were derided by some as playing
with toys. Today, PWC are a standard rescue device for American
lifeguard agencies and have largely
supplanted IRBs. Many of the PWC
rescue methods developed by
Honolulu lifeguards are core elements of modern PWC training, but
a number of methods have been
added and refined by others.

Progress requires a willingness
to seek out and adopt the advances
of others, but there has historically
been a resistance to this in lifesaving. I recently heard from a lifesaver in USLA’s Southeast Region
that most mornings, lifeguards at a
storied agency in South Florida are
told that their agency is the “best”
in the USA. Really? I guess then that
means that every other lifesaving
agency in the US is second, third,
fourth, or somewhere else down
the line, and the “best” has nothing to learn. Pardon my skepticism,
but I doubt it. And I doubt this is
the only agency where self-worship
is elevated to such heights. Agency
pride is good, but we need to avoid
generating a view that we can’t
learn from others. We can. Always.
Will Rogers had a thought on
this matter. “If you're ridin' ahead
of the herd,” he said, “take a look
back every now and then to make
sure it's still there.” Indeed, if ever
you think you have no room for
improvement, you will inevitably be
left behind by those who realize
that there is always room for
improvement.
This spring, lifeguard and junior
lifeguard instructors nationwide
will be educating newcomers in the
best methods of lifesaving, both
those developed by the agencies
themselves and those advanced by
the USLA as consensus “best practice.” These instructors will also
inevitably reflect upon the storied
past of the lifeguard agency providing the training.
Venerating the past and idolizing agency pioneers is an important
part of engendering the élan that
inspires lifesavers. It should not
serve however, as a reason to erect

barriers to innovation and progress.
Venerate, but don’t blindly emulate. Evaluate. Innovate.
Factions within the USLA Board
of Directors used to be caught up in
a bit of our own self-worship.
Representatives of USLA Regions
had a tendency to consider the very
existence of the USLA to be
dependent upon the primacy of
their own regions, which sometimes
caused distracting conflict. We’ve
learned though, that the USLA is
best served when we respect
regional needs without assuming
they can only be met if “our people” are in command. In fact, we
are all “our people” – the lifesavers
of America. It is through a healthy
interest and respect for what others
bring to the table that we become
ever stronger.
In lifesaving methods and practices, the USLA provides a forum for
the exchange that can help us all
advance. This magazine, our bulletin boards, our meetings, our
competitions, are just a few ways
we promote cross-pollination and
advances that can save lives.
Be involved. Write an article for
ALM about an innovation of your
agency. Visit a neighboring agency
and see how they do business. When
you travel to other regions, check
out the local lifesaving agency. Talk
to the lifeguards. Keep your eyes
and ears open. Think not only of
how well your crew does things, but
if there is a way you could do better.
Look inward, yes, but look outward
too. And support the organization
that supports you in all of this.
Become a USLA member.
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NEW BOOK CHRONICLES HUNTINGTON BEACH LIFEGUARD HISTORY
Michael S. Bartlett, Huntington Beach, CA
“George
A. Reynolds,
seen in this
1906 photo,
stands next to
the original
Huntington
Beach wooden pier.
Reynolds, the
towns’ first
lifeguard was
an excellent
doryman,
fisherman
and from the
look on his
face, happy
with the
catch of
(three) yellow
tail, (two)
barracuda, (five) bonita, and (five) yellow fin croaker
taken only one mile from shore in the Life Boat”.
From 1904 to 1907 Reynolds served as the first
Huntington Beach lifeguard, without pay. During these
years, he was employed as the first pier area manager in
charge of the Bath House and concessions, and if that
wasn’t enough, in 1905 as the town constable, patrolling
the dirt streets of Main and Ocean (now Pacific Coast
Highway) on his bicycle.
During the 1954 Huntington Beach Golden Jubilee
and in “Huntington Beach Lifeguards”, Reynolds reflected
on his lifeguard days: “At age 84 Reynolds recalled no
drownings during his watch;… but I sure pulled some
foolish people out of the ocean”.
“Huntington Beach Lifeguards” introduces the
important and respected names of Helme, Lee, Belshe,
Higgins, LeBard, Combs, Moorhouse, Bowman, Isenor,
Buck, Tubbs, Emery,
Hazard, Miller,
Peterson, Burnside,
Freeth, the Duke,
D’Arnall,
Richardson, Sawyer,
Bodenbender, Bray
and Greenfield.
Ronald Reagan
California’s
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Governor during the 1970’s and
then President, grace the former Huntington Beach
Marine Safety Officer Kai
Weisser’s historically
engaging narrative.
With sound research
and documentation,
“Huntington Beach
Lifeguards” tells a great
story full of early and modern history appreciated by
Huntington’s most senior lifeguard alumni. Why not, as
Max Bowman, Doug D’Arnall, Bill Richardson and Mike
Brusard helped refine the story and place names to unrecognized faces. For a complete story, chapter 4 includes
California State Parks Huntington Beach and Bolsa Chica
and chapter 5 the City of Huntington Beach Junior
Lifeguard program.
Arcadia Publishing, recognized as America’s leading
photo-history publishing house, will release “Images of
America: Huntington Beach Lifeguards in April 2008,
photo rich with 225 images and historic captions.
Arcadiapublishing.com has over 4,000 titles and offers
several lifeguard titles from the East and West coasts.
USLA members interested in an author-signed collectable copy may contact the author at ktweisser@aol.com.
Author Weisser worked for over a year collecting the
images: “The journey finding photos was half the fun.
The real challenge was documenting names, dates and
story details which led to genuine historical research. As a
result, this led to interesting people and places throughout Southern California such as the Amateur Athletic
Foundation of Los Angeles (AAFLA) and in San Clemente,
the Surfing Heritage Foundation (SHF).
Weisser’s effort included several strokes of luck.
“Southern California lifeguard competitors during the
1980’s and ‘90’s may recall the professional sport photographer Bud Symes. His estate donated a vast photographic collection to the AAFLA, which I was fortunate to
locate and access, for a fee. The SHF Oral History
Committee and author Craig Lockwood (Laguna Beach
Lifeguard) recently printed the “Oral History Field Guide”,
a great tool I plan to use and could have used months
and even years ago.”
Surfing Heritage Foundation’s “Oral History Field
Guide” which provides an easy-to-use format can be purchased at www.surfingheritage.org for $11.

WOODEN TOWERS, IRON MEN!
Kip Kennedy, Laguna Beach, CA
The Hawaiian Lifeguard Alumni
Association (HLAA) is dedicated to preserving the colorful history and spirit of
O’ahu’s waterman. The HLAA was
launched in 2000 by former City and
County of Honolulu lifeguards Kip
Kennedy and Dan Kenney, who
guarded back in the 1970’s. The
HLAA’s mission is to bring together not
only past lifeguards who have worked
for the Hawaiian lifeguard services, but
also to link lifeguards from lifeguard departments and services from all across the nation, as
well as from countries around the world.
“Being an Ocean Lifeguard on O’ahu during the
70’s was the experience of a lifetime. It was a waterman's time. We had fins and a rescue buoy, old rescue
paddle boards and wooden towers without windows.
As the current acting President of the HLAA I’m committed to preserving the glory days of the 70’s, 80’s and
90’s while promoting and supporting the advancements of the modern lifeguard services.” –Dan Kenney

Need photo.

Did not show up embedded
in the word doc.

Kip Kennedy (past HLAA president, who lifeguarded for the City and County (C&C) of Honolulu at Sandy
Beach in the 1970’s, and is today a current seasonal
Ocean Lifeguard for the City of Laguna Beach
Lifeguard Department), adds: “Once you’re a lifeguard,
you're a lifeguard for life. No matter what you do in
your life you always remember your years of service at
whatever lifeguard department you worked for, and
always look back at that time as some of the greatest
years of your life. The HLAA allows lifeguards to continue to be part of an organization that promotes the

unique brotherhood of lifeguarding and to
continue to help others.”
Current HLAA members include lifeguards who worked for the C&C of
Honolulu Lifeguard Service from the
1950’s to the present and has alumni
members from all across the nation.
The HLAA also focuses its efforts
on raising funds to support lifeguard
programs such as Junior Lifeguard programs and competition teams and to
assist fellow lifeguards in need. To date, the
HLAA has contributed equipment and financial
assistance to support traveling Junior Lifeguards from
Maui and The Big Island. We raised funds to purchase
equipment for the O’ahu Lifeguard Competition Team,
assisting them during the USLA Nationals in 2004 and
2005. We raised funds and arranged passage of a surf
dory (on a freighter) from San Diego to Honolulu for
the Hawaiian Lifeguard Competition Team to practice
and train for the USLA Nationals.
We recently made contributions to assist retired
C&C of Honolulu Captain Ivan Harada after a liver
transplant and most recently raised funds and acquired
donations for a fund raiser supporting former C&C of
Honolulu lifeguard Frank Gleason who is battling a
serious bout of cancer. Many of the lifeguards from
across the nation will remember beach-runner Frank
Gleason as one of the original Hawaiian lifeguard competitors who has competed in many of the USLA
Nationals over the years.
Additional HLAA funds are raised through the sale
of our alumni products, including polo shirts, jackets, tshirts, trunks, hats, visors, etc.
Membership is open to all former or retired Hawaii
Lifeguards that might be living on the mainland or
elsewhere; as well as to all lifeguards (retired or active)
and lifeguard agencies. We invite you to visit our website for more information on HLAA membership.
Membership is free!
www.hlaalumni.com
Dan Kenney, HLAA President
danny@hlaalumni.com
Kip Kennedy, HLAA Vice President
kip@hlaalumni.com
(714) 962-6990
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SURFING

I N T E R N A T I O N A L WAV E S S O O N ?

Peter Chambers, Ph.D., D.O. & Peter Wernicki, M.D.
So you’ve booked your next awesome adventure to
Australia, Africa, Middle or South America? Great! But, be
careful, there’s nothing worse than a massive case of blowout diarrhea when you’re friends are hitting the surf or
backpacking in the mountains. To make the most of your
trip, you will want to stay healthy while you’re traveling.
Don’t slack off in preparing for this trip! You will need to
visit your doctor for some vaccine updates before you go.

VACCINES
Vaccines may require more than one dose and take time
to be effective. Plan to visit your doctor 6 – 8 weeks prior to
your trip to get your immunizations. Make sure your
Measles, Mumps, and Rubella and flu shot is up to date.
Other vaccines you may need depending on the region you
are traveling to include –Hepatitis A and B, Typhoid, Yellow
Fever, Japanese B Encephalitis, meningitis, and tetanus.
For updates on virus outbreaks and disease status in the
regions you will be traveling to, visit the Centers for Disease
Control website www.cdc.gov and go to the Traveler’s
Health section. Here you can select your destination and get
information about travel warnings, safety/security, your
health and updates on viruses and disease outbreaks in the
region. If the mosquitoes are the size of eagles in Brazil due
to some weird happening, you’re going to know it!

BOIL IT!
"According to the Wilderness Medical Society
(www.wms.org) , water temperatures above 160° F (70° C)
kill all pathogens within 30 minutes and above 185° F (85° C)
within a few minutes. So in the time it takes for the water
to reach the boiling point (212° F or 100° C) from 160° F (70°
C), all pathogens will be killed, even at high altitude." So,
once you get your water to a nice rolling boil, you can stop
the boil after about 5 minutes and consider your water safe.
If traveling to a remote island or region, you may wish to
consider taking water purification tablets with you, available
at most camping outfitters in the U.S.
Food can be an exciting part of your travels, but having
pain like you’re giving birth through your belly button is not
a way to spend your evening.
• Avoid eating food from street vendors.
• Cook or thoroughly wash and peel fresh fruits and vegetables.
• Meat and fish should be cooked through to kill bacteria.
You should seek medical attention for possible food poisoning if:
• You are unable to drink fluids due to nausea or vomiting.
• Diarrhea lasts for more than 2 to 3 days.
• You have a fever over 101°F.
• You have blood in your diarrhea or stools.

ANIMAL BITES
Animal bites can contain bacteria and diseases. This is a
good reason to have your tetanus shot updated if you
haven’t done so in the last 10 years. If you are bitten by a
crazed animal, clean the wound thoroughly, elevate the bite,
and get antibiotics if necessary. Watch for infection and red,
tender skin surrounding the bite.

TROPICAL INSECTS AND SPIDERS

DRINKING WATER AND FOOD SAFETY
We know you know that staying hydrated is important.
Not all areas of the world have safe drinking water, making
hydration a challenge. Try to drink sealed bottled water
where available during your travels. Use purified water for
drinking, brushing teeth, or making food. If you must use
tap water or spring water, you must boil it first.
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When these bite or sting, expect skin reactions near the
sting or bite, such as discomfort, swelling. Depending on the
region you are traveling to, there may be deadly insects and
spiders you need to watch out for.
• Killer bees – primarily found in Southern U.S., Central and
South America
• Mosquitoes – found anywhere temperate or tropical that
standing water or water exists
to page 9...

SURFING INTERNATIONAL WAVES SOON? from page 8
• Flies – flies in Africa and South American can also bite and
carry diseases
• Black widow spiders - primarily found in North, South and
Central America, Mexico, Australia and New Zealand, West
Indies, and Africa
• Funnel web spider – common in Australia and
New Zealand and a very aggressive and venomous
spider.
• Brown recluse spider – North and Central America

• Pocket knife or multi-tool
• Backpack for day trips (triathlon bags are awesome because
you can store wet clothes in them separately from the rest of
your stuff and most of them count as carry-on luggage)
• Sun glasses
• Rain poncho, they pack real tight and may be essential
depending on where you’re headed
• Camera, so you can prove to your friends back home that
you did catch the big wave

• Six eyed sand spider – Southern Africa

• Surf Map – so you don’t waste time driving around
(www.surfmaps.com)

• Banana spider (image credit-DK) anywhere you
can find bananas, even the local market places.

• Pack your surf board (http://www.wikihow.com/Pack-aSurfboard-for-Travel)
• Condoms, just in case.

• Scorpions – can be found in both tropical and arid desert
environments.
Do not attempt to pick up a scorpion or large spider or
the rest of your trip could be in trouble. If you experience
any severe reaction to a spider or insect bite or sting, seek
immediate medical attention.

REMEMBER TO PACK
Airlines have become more stringent on what you can
pack in your carry-on luggage, but you should still plan to
pack in your checked luggage:
• Waterless hand sanitizer
• Your personal Prescription medications – enough for your
entire trip in your carry-on
• Small first aid kit
- Anti-diarrhea meds
- blister pads if you plan to hike/walk a lot
- band aids
- Tylenol and Advil
- Anti-itch cream such as Cortizone10

Keep your passport and other identification on you at all
times (in a safe place, not just hanging out of your pocket).
You may wish to consider a money/id belt that you wear
under your clothes.
Have a rockin’ awesome trip!
www.medlineplus.com
www.cdc.gov
www.adventurecollection.com/resources/packing
Dr. Wernicki is an Orthopedic Surgeon at Pro Sports, Vero
Beach, Florida. He is National Medical Advisor for the USLA.
Dr. Chambers is an Emergency Physician at Franciscan Skemp
Healthcare/Mayo Health System, La Crosse, Wisconsin. He is
Medical Advisor, Great Lakes Region USLA.

• Sunscreen – you know the drill
• Insect repellant with 25% DEET or higher, for those huge
mosquitoes
• Good walking shoes, water shoes, and your favorite sandals
• Long sleeve and short sleeve base layers, shorts, a jacket,
and enough shirts, shorts, and pants for 3 days.
• Underwear (optional)
• Suit, board shorts, or wetsuit
• Hydration pouch or water bottle
• Toothbrush and toothpaste
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At the USLA's Chicago chapter holiday party locals
presented Jerry Gavin with an award for his 8-years
of service as the National Vice President.
Pictured (L to R) are Ron Dorneker, yours truly,
Nick Naliwajko, Jerry Gavin, Joe Pecoraro and
Roger Engemann.

"Located on the remote south side of Catalina Island,
Eagle Rock serves as a landmark for vessels and a
roosting place for sea birds and mammals."
Photo by Joel Giltenson, LA County, CA

The inscription on the plaque reads...
in recognition of excellence, extraordinary
contributions, dedicated service and selflessness.

National Preparedness
Month observed in Dover
As part of National
Preparedness Month,
a special meeting was
held Sept. 6, at the
office of the Delaware
Secretary for Safety
and Homeland
Security in Dover.
Along with the secretary’s staff, participants included the
U.S. Coast Guard
admiral responsible
for Coast Guard operations on the Gulf
Coast when Hurricane
Katrina hit two years
ago; Delaware State
Police personnel; scientists from NASA
who designed and built
the satellitecontrolled
boat which made its
first public debut at

the natural disaster
response exercise in
Dewey this past July
and which can stay at
sea for months, riding
out hurricanes and
helping to pinpoint
their landfall; and scientists from
Monmouth University
who designed and
built, at the request
and support of the
U.S. Army, the space
age communications
command control vehicle which also made its
first public debut at
the July exercise.
The meeting’s purpose was to solicit
input from the state as
to how the technologies presented can be

CAPE GAZETTE - Friday, September 21 - Monday, September 24, 2007 - 81

improved and better
help Delaware in dealing with natural and
man-made disasters.
The rest of Delmarva
and United States will
benefit as well.
Importantly, these
technologies are being
developed and built in
Delaware. The Florida
Keys are the number
one most difficult area
in the U.S. to evacuate, New Orleans is
number two, and the
Delmarva Peninsula is
number three. Thus,
the right work is being
done in the right place
at the right time.
The meeting was a
great success and has
led to cooperative
efforts in technology
development and
related strategic plan-
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Shown are (l-r) U.S. Coast Guard Rear Admiral
Robert Duncan, NASA engineers Carl Schirtzinger
and John Higinbotham, U.S. Public Health Service
Capt. Pete Hartsock, and Delaware Office of Safety
and Homeland Security Communications Director
Thomas Steele standing with the NASA-designed
satellitecontrolled boat which was demonstrated at
the preparedness meeting Sept. 6. The boat is named
for deceased U.S. Coast Guardsman Ray Gillett.

ning. A real asset at
the meeting was the
participation of Coast
Guard Rear Admiral
Robert Duncan, who
planned and coordi-

nated the response to
Katrina, airlifted
35,000 people out of
New Orleans and
moved many others
by barge.
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Jr. Guard National Championships
VIRGINIA BEACH
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H O L LY W O O D F I R E R E S C U E B E A C H S A F E T Y
M E M B E R S H O N O R E D W I T H L I F E S AV I N G A WA R D
Mark Steele, Hollywood, FL
During a regularly scheduled City Commission meeting
on October 17, 2007, Lieutenant Michael McManus and
Lifeguard Jason Garcia received the “Life Saving Award.”
On Tuesday, May 8, 2007, huge ground swells over 6 feet
high were abundant on Hollywood Beach creating perfect
conditions for surfing. Approximately 100 surfers were
enjoying the conditions at Palm Street and the surf.
Lifeguards had extended their normal working hours to
guard the area.
Marine Safety Lieutenant Michael McManus was
patrolling the North Beach area, diligently watching surfers
when he noticed a surfboard floating tombstone style in the
water (this is when a surfboard is standing straight up in the
water). Lieutenant McManus could not see a surfer within
the vicinity of this board and immediately called for back up
of a “missing surfer”. Both McManus and Ocean Lifeguard
Jason Garcia swam out approximately 70 yards and began
searching the area surrounding the floating board when
they observed a hand below the water. They grabbed the
victim’s hand, leveled the victim, secured him to the board
and immobilized his neck and head area.
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Fire Chief Virgil Fernandez, Lifeguard Jason Garcia, David Morales
(person rescued by McManus & Garcia), Lieutenant Michael
McManus, and Marine Safety Chief Vinnie Canossa.

Upon reaching the shore it was determined that the victim had no pulse and CPR was initiated. The victim regained
a pulse as Fire Rescue Units arrived and the patient was
transported to Memorial Regional Hospital.
Had it not been for these individuals diligent guarding
of our beaches and rapid lifesaving efforts, this individual
would have not have survived.
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US A IR F ORCE A CADEMY C ADET R ECEIVES USLA AWARD
James Hamilton McCrady V, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
The USLA National Heroic Acts – Awards, Recognition,
and Presentations Committee met Thursday, April 26th at
1:00 p.m. and through a unanimous vote, awarded the
United States Lifesaving Association's Heroic Act Award to
USAF Academy Cadet James Tomlin. This award is the
highest award presented by USLA to a non-lifeguard is
intended to give due recognition to those who have
risked their lives to an extraordinary degree in a rescue or
attempted rescue of another person. Cadet Tomlin has
proven that to him, heroism is not something that he
turns off when he takes off his United States Air Force
uniform. We are truly awed in his presence and thank him
for his selfless act on behalf of our organization and
those whose lives he saved.
Photos by Bob Moore, Manhattan Beach, CA

“Fortes fortuna iuvat" which is Latin for "Fortune favors the brave".
photo by Jo Wagenhals
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(not shown)
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Huntington Beach Marine Safety Officer Matt Karl aboard
HB-1 (Police Helicopter) searches for a victim of a Code X (submerged swimmer). Directed by the aerial spotters, lifeguards
in the surf were able to recover the victim after searching for
over an hour but he did not survive. This incident was shown
during the "Ocean Force: Huntington Beach, OC" 8-part series
on TruTV, episode 3. The film footage was used to compile a
Code X Training Video for Professional Lifeguards through the
USLA's efforts.
Photos courtesy of Mike Eich, Huntington Beach, CA
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ATTENTION:
South Florida & Caribbean Area
Looking for the Ultimate Challenge?
Consider Navy's Special Warfare Community;
Cool Toys; Hard-core Training!
Qualifications:
Male, 17-28, GED or High School Diploma
Benefits:
- Paid Training & Relocation
- 30 days vacation a year
- Medical & Dental coverage
- Retirement eligible after 20 years service
- Thrift Savings & Tuition Assistance plans
Interested?
Contact NAVY at 1-800-432-3502, M-F, 0800-1600 EST
Life's Too Short to Sit Still;
Accelerate Your Life - Go NAVY
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OFF-DUTY LIFEGUARD RESCUES MAN,
SWIMS HIM OVER MILE TO SAFETY
Mike Leideman, Honolulu, HI, Reprinted with permission - Honolulu Advertiser
An off-duty lifeguard swam through more than a mile
of turbulent surf last night (1-18-08) to rescue a young
military man off O'ahu's Leeward coast beyond
Yokohama Bay, an official said.
The lifeguard, Bouvey Bradbury, jumped into the
water near an area known as the Moi Hole and helped
bring the man to safety about 8 p.m. last night, said Jim
Howe, chief operations officer for the city's Ocean Safety
Division.
"It was one of the more heroic things I've heard about
in all the years I've been doing this job," Howe said.
Howe said the ordeal began when one of three military men walking in the area beyond the end of the road
jumped into the water and couldn't return.
"It's an area where there's no way to get back to

shore once you are in," Howe said. Bradbury heard the
men screaming for help shortly after sunset and went into
the water, where waves were about 6 feet, Howe said.
Bradbury stayed with the man, who was scratched and
bleeding, and pulled him for almost a mile through sharkinhabited waters to a surf spot known as Second Dip,
where they were finally able to come ashore. The man
was taken to Wahiawa General Hospital in fair condition.
Howe said Bradbury told him later, "Both of us were
blessed by God tonight."
The rescue took place beyond where the paved road
ends at Yokohama Bay, formally known as Keawa'ula Bay.
The unpaved road is washed away at one point but hikers
can follow a footpath to Ka'ena Point, O'ahu's far northwest point.

Evolution Production executives, supported by officials from the Huntington Beach Marine Safety, present the City of
Huntington Beach Mayor Debbie Cook (right side) with a check for $64,000 for filming "Ocean Force: Huntington
Beach, OC". The money will be issued to purchase related lifesaving equipment for the lifeguards.
Photo by Laurie Payne, Huntington Beach, CA
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SOLANA BEACH LIFEGUARD REMEMBERED
Alex Roth, Reprinted with permission - San Diego Union Tribune
SOLANA BEACH – As a rookie
Solana Beach lifeguard last year, Mike
McKay was so friendly, so perennially
upbeat, that some of his co-workers initially figured it must be an act.
It didn't take long, however, for
people to realize that McKay was “just
a remarkable person,” as one of his
supervisors put it. At the end of the
summer, his peers unanimously voted
him the department's Rookie of the
Year.
“Everybody wanted to be around
him,” Solana Beach lifeguard Lt. Jason
Shook said. “He just had that aura
about him.”
The 23-year-old McKay – who was
killed by an avalanche Friday while skiing near Mountain High in the eastern
edge of Los Angeles County – was an
avid outdoorsman whose exploits and
sunny demeanor earned him a bevy of
friends and admirers.
“It's never fair when you lose a

loved one,” said Jeff Berg, a friend of
McKay's parents, who live in a small
town near the mountain resort. “But
when you lose someone who is that
vibrant and that positive all the time, it
comes as even more of a shock.”
Authorities say McKay and two
buddies were skiing in an out-ofbounds area called Government
Canyon, on the eastern side of
Mountain High, where a storm had
dumped several feet of fresh snow.
McKay, an experienced skier, was the
mountain resort's ski patrol director
last year, one of the youngest in the
country to hold such a position.
Berg, a Vista firefighter, called that
particular section of the mountain “a
popular out-of-bounds area, if you can
appreciate the irony of that.”
The avalanche buried McKay.
Rescue workers dug him out but couldn't revive him. Two other avalanches
killed two other skiers at Mountain

High that same day.
At the time of his death, McKay,
who lived in Pacific Beach, had been
enrolled at National University in La
Jolla, where he was studying for a master's degree in educational psychology.
His mother, Laura McKay, a kindergarten teacher, said university officials
contacted her yesterday and said the
school planned to posthumously award
her son a degree.
“As a mom, I used to think, 'This
kid's too good to be true,' ” she said.
Her son was the type of person “who
would save you mentally, rescue you
physically and smile doing it.”
Mike McKay was a 2002 graduate of
Serrano High School in San Bernardino
County and a 2006 graduate of
Northern Arizona University in Flagstaff.
A memorial service is scheduled for 9
a.m. Saturday at Serrano High.

The R-10 Buoy (seen here with the San Gabriel Mountain Range in the distant where Mountain High
Ski Resort is located) has great meaning to board paddlers everywhere. The buoy must be rounded
during the annual Catalina Classic paddleboard race and is located four miles from Torrance Beach.
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A D A R K C L O U D O V E R P E N N S Y LVA N I A
Bob Ogoreuc, Slippery Rock, PA
January of 2008 brought a dark cloud over the

trend. If that is the case, then this trend is moving in

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The Department of

the wrong direction. Way too many individuals are still

Conservation and Natural Resources announced that

drowning in the United States. More work needs to be

they would be eliminating the final 83 lifeguard posi-

done in water safety education, learn to swim, and

tions which affect a number of state parks. Since the

providing supervised swimming areas. The open water

start of this phase in policy, they have eliminated

area is one environment that is very dangerous and

almost 300 lifeguards from the state parks. This would

still lacks the respect of the non to marginal swimmer. I

be the final part of their Phase in "Open Swim Policy".

fear that without lifeguards on duty that many of

Lifeguards would remain at the state park swimming

these marginal swimmers will encounter this unforgiv-

pools and Presque Isle State Park beaches. The goal of

ing environment without anyone around to assist or

the Open Swim Policy seems to make the swimming

educate them.

areas more accessible but has created a Swim at Your

What Pennsylvania has done is not to phase in

Own Risk policy which has historically been in contrast

open water swimming; rather, they have phased out

to state policy.

the importance of bather supervision - the Lifeguard.

The PA State Parks have had a long history of pro-

The irony of this whole decision is that they do value

viding a progressive open water lifeguard system, one

the need of lifeguards at Presque Isle and their pools.

which has been a model program at the national level.

It would seem that the swimmer at any of the other

The National Parks and Recreation book, “Better

parks has been devalued compared to these guarded

Beaches,” not only highlighted many of the state

areas. PA State Parks should have bucked the so called

park’s program but included the Lifeguard Manual in

national trend and placed a high and moral value to

the appendix as a professional reference. Each life-

the swimming safety of families using the state parks

guard completed a civil service test and then a pre-sea-

for swimming. This in itself would make a more

son training program prior to life guarding. All life-

appealing reason to recreate in PA state parks versus

guards then participated in daily, weekly and monthly

other recreational areas that choose not to provide

training to maintain professional alertness. All

adequate safe guards such as lifeguards.

Lifeguard Supervisors attended yearly workshops to

How the tides have turned. Pennsylvanians have

address current trends and supervisors skills in the area

gone from not being able to swim in any state park

of aquatics. These trained professionals then enforced,

without a lifeguard on duty, to swim at your own risk. I

supervised, and responded to any incident at their

can only hope that they rethink their current policy

beach. They provided one of the most important Layers

and place the need and value of having trained life-

of Protection to the bathers; SUPERVISION! The guards

guards on waterfronts to prevent unfortunate inci-

knew how to prevent accidents by observing, problem

dents from occurring. As aquatic professionals we need

solving and use of critical thinking skills in emergency

to be more outspoken in expressing the value of quali-

situations.

fied supervision, the Lifeguard.

Now it's all gone! Who will be there to observe the
swimmer in distress? Educate the patrons on water

Editor’s Note: Bob Ogoreuc is an Assistant Professor

safety. Handle first aid calls. Look for the many lost

at Slippery Rock University, PA and a member of both

children at the beach. NO one, because they have been

the United States Lifesaving Association and a Director

removed to go along with what they call a national

for the National Drowning Prevention Alliance.
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THE GOOD , BAD AND THE UGLY

Peter Chambers, Ph.D., D.O. and Peter Wernicki, M.D.
You run on the sand for your job.
You run on the sand for fun. But have
you ever noticed after running with
the dog on the beach that you have
foot pain where you don’t usually get
pain say when you run on the boulevard in running shoes?
There may be a reason for that. No, it’s not because sand is so
hot when you run barefoot! This month the Tower Docs will
explain how running on sand can both help and hurt you.

When your foot hits the sand, it absorbs 2.2 times your body
weight. Running on grass, your foot absorbs 2.4 times your
body weight, and concrete was the worst at about 2.6 times
your body weight.
Running on sand can strengthen your lower body stabilizer muscles and you may need to run less mileage to get
the same workout as you would on concrete (using a heart
rate monitor will prove this). Always good!

THE GOOD
Sand running can be a great workout for the experienced
runner. Varying the type of surface you run on helps you
round out your workout by working different muscle groups
at varying intensities. When your feet dig into the sand on the
higher part of the beach, you use up more energy to propel
forward because your feet sink into loose sand. A Belgium
study found that running on sand requires 1.15 times more
mechanical work than does running on a hard surface at the
same speed. No wonder it’s such a great workout!
Sand is also a more forgiving surface than concrete.

THE UGLY
There is always the risk when you run in sand or anywhere barefoot that you could step on something sharp and
injure yourself.
This is a photo of an emergency room
patient’s foot after stepping on a very
sharp piece of glass. This particular person
needed to have tendons reconstructed and
was on crutches for about 6 weeks and off
of work and in a walking cast for about
another 6 weeks. Ouch!

THE BAD
Running on sand can also cause you a lot of discomfort.
Although impact related injuries to the knee will be reduced
because of the softer surface sand provides, you may still
experience an increase in foot and lower limb injuries.
If you run barefoot in sand, you
may develop plantar faciitis (heel
spur), an extremely painful injury
caused by the over stretching or tearing the facia in your foot.
The first sign of heel spurs will be
moderate to severe pain in your heel
upon rising in the morning; usually the
first 5-10 steps after you get out of
bed. If you don’t rest this injury and do
progressive stretching, it could become so painful and debilitating that you may not be able to run. In severe cases,
walking is even painful…not good for life-guarding.
You may also experience Achilles tendon strains. These
occur because when your foot hits sand, your heel digs
down into the sand, stretching tendons in your foot further
than if you were running on a hard surface.
Ankle sprains are on the rise in barefoot sand runners.
This is because your foot is used to the support it gets when
you wear shoes.
Running on a sloped beach may give you tendonitis of
the knee, so try to run on flat sand whenever possible.

to page 31...
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SURFING INTERNATIONAL WAVES SOON? from page 30
Surgery of the foot = no work + no more running + no
income = no fun
Keep the good and the bad in your mind when considering sand running. If you are injured or are prone to sports
injury, running on sand may not be the best idea. Take care
of your feet and your body by running safely.
• Run in running shoes fit specifically for you and the type
of running you do. Most quality athletic shoe stores have a
running expert that will assess your arch and running
mechanics to fit you with the perfect shoe.
• Always stretch after your muscles are warmed up and after
your workout.
• Do not run barefoot unless you have to. If you must,
watch where you are running so as to not cut your foot on
sharp objects.

run on the packed hard sand just above the shore line.
• No pain no gain? Not true. Pain is not a good thing,
despite what your high school athletic coaches may have
told you. If you experience pain in your feet or legs, that
does not subside after ice and adequate rest or gets worse
with continued activity, it may be time to visit the doctor.
Lejeune TM et al. Mechanics and Energetics of Human Locomotion
on the Sand. Journal of Experimental Biology (1998) 201; 2071-2080
Dr. Wernicki is an Orthopedic Surgeon at Pro Sports, Vero Beach,
Florida and is National Medical Advisor for USLA.
Dr. Chambers is an Emergency Physician at Franciscan Skemp
Healthcare/Mayo Health System, La Crosse, Wisconsin and Medical
Advisor, Great Lakes Region USLA.

• Do not run on the sloped part of the beach. It is best to
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JOIN NOW!
A NEW YEAR IS UPON US

THE UNITED STATES LIFESAVING ASSOCIATION
The USLA is the only professional organization of open water lifeguards and open water personnel in the
United States. The purpose of the Association is to promote and develop the finest methods of lifesaving and to
familiarize the general public with the functions and services of the lifeguard organizations.

BENEFITS TO MEMBERS OF THE USLA INCLUDE:
∑• A one-year subscription to American Lifeguard Magazine… a $12.00 value.
• Eligible to compete in Regional, National and World Lifeguard Competitions.
• Eligible for Regional, National and International Lifeguard Exchange Programs.
∑• Membership in the only professional open water lifeguard association.
∑• Affiliation with Junior Lifeguard Programs and Competitions.
∑• Access to Regional and National Lifeguard Educational Conferences.
∑• Access to free public educational materials, i.e. posters, bookmarkers, etc.
To continue your membership in the USLA, or to become a new member,
please fill out the form below and return it with a check or money order for $30.00 to:
USLA Membership, P.O. Box 322, Avon By The Sea, NJ 07717-0322.
You will receive a one year subscription to American Lifeguard Magazine, a USLA decal,
a 3”x3” USLA Embroidered Patch, a membership card, and a safety bumper sticker.
Junior Lifeguard membership is $10.00.
Juniors must join a USLA Jr. program and will receive an abbreviated kit.
For more information on USLA membership, visit our websites: www.usla.org

Name _______________________________________________ DOB: ____________________ Male/Female __________
Street ______________________________________________________ Tel. (

) ______________________________

City ________________________________________________ State_____________________ Zip __________________
E-mail address ______________________________________________________ please use your permanent address above
Chapter ________________________________ Agency: ________________________ Region: _____________________
Employment Status: (please check one)  Full Time
Membership: (please check one)  Lifeguard**

 Seasonal (part time)

 Alumni*

 Junior

 Associate

Type:  Renewal

 Initial

Please give us your comments to better serve you: ____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
** An active Lifeguard member must be a paid member of a beach lifeguard service and have worked a minimum of 8 hours for that respective
agency/chapter in the previous calendar.
* An Alumni member must have been a paid member of a beach lifeguard service and have worked a minimum of 3 years or seasons for that respective
agency/chapter in their lifeguard career.

The membership year is July 1 – June 30
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LIFEGUARD LOGIC CHALLENGE!
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A BUSY DAY FOR LIFEGUARDS
BILL HUMPHREYS, SAN CLEMENTE, CA
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